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Last night a very strong force of our bombers attacked Dusseldorf,

Dusseldorf is the headquarters Of the German steel industry and has

important armament and heavy engineering plants.

In Egypt during the night 29th/30th July our light patrols harassed

the enemy in all sectors. Air activity in the patrol area was confined

principally to cur fighter sweeps.

On the night of the 30th/31st, an enemy bomber was destroyed over

Malta and a German fighter was destroyed on the following day.

In the early hours of the morning of July 31, one of our patrols
of light coastal craft intercepted 5 enemy armed trawlers off Ymuiden,

The enemy were repeatedly hit and the last ship of the enemy line was seen to

be on fire. This action which lasted 10 minutes, was broken off as one

of our boats was hit and disabled, she was taken in tow and has now

reached her base, there were some casualties in this boat. About 50

minutes later, the same enemy force was met and attacked by another of our

patrols, further casualties -and damage were inflicted upon the enemy,

the ship previously mentioned as set on fire was again hit and is thought
to be a total loss. This action had to be broken off owing to daylight.
Our patrols suffered neither casualties nor damage. In the English Channel

3 enemy torpedo boats or mine sweepers escorted by E Boats were encountered

in an attack off the French Coast by a patrol of light coastal craft. The

enemy was certainly hit although it is not possible to assess the damage

inflicted* Our patrols suffered neither casualties nor damage,.

Enemy shipping was attacked by Coastal Command planes off the Frisian

Islands on the night of the 30th/31st, Three enemy float-planes, one of

which was destroyed, were attacked by a Coastal Command plane in the Bay
of Biscay in the evening of July 30, Intruder patrols were flown over

occupied territory on the night of the 30/31st and a factory in Holland was

bombed from a low level. Railway targets in occupied France were also

attacked. None of our aircraft are missing from these operations.

Boston bombers strongly .escorted by Spitfires, bombed the airfield

at Abbeville in the afternoon of July 31, Later in the day, while many

squadrons swept over the Cherbourg Peninsula and Brittany, another bomber

force bombed the docks at St, Marlow. From this operation none of our

aircraft are missing.

Yesterday evening bombs were dropped at a place on the South West coast

of England, Some damage was done and there was a small number of casualties*
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